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Terzetto
Lace Mitts
Envision these fingerless
gloves in the perfect setting
of an afternoon tea on the
lawn, or just gracing the
hands of the mistress of
the manor as she makes
her rounds of the mansion
grounds.
Terzetto Lace Mitts are
named for the threesome
of lace stitch patterns used
in their design. The name is
borrowed from the musical
term terzetto, meaning a trio
for instruments or voices.
Let this trio of lace stitches
sing to you while knitting and
wearing these elegant near
elbow-length Victorian style
fingerless gloves.

Shown in Crystal Palace Panda Silk
color #3030 Sand Dollar

Finished Sizes In selecting your size, allow for 0 – 1½”/0 – 3.8 cm negative ease
Total length: 13 (13¼, 13½, 13¾)"/33 (33.7, 34.3, 34.9) cm
Circumference at upper forearm: 7½ (8, 8½, 9⅛)"/19 (20.3, 21.6, 22.9) cm
Circumference at lower forearm/wrist: 6½ (7, 7½, 8)"/16.5 (17.8, 19, 20.3) cm

Yarn 300 (325, 350, 375) yards lace or light fingering weight.
Knitting Needles Your choice of double point needles or circular(s) for knitting in the round
Size US 1½ (2, 1½, 2)/2.5 (2.75, 2.5, 2.75) mm or size needed to obtain gauge
Size US 0 (1, 0, 1)/2 (2.25, 2, 2.25) mm

Gauge 30 (28, 30, 28) sts and 42 (39, 42, 39) rows = 4"/10 cm in blocked Diagonal Lace
Notions Waste string long enough to hold 20 sts; 2 stitch markers; tapestry needle
Skill Level Intermediate lace knitter
Stitch Instructions Charted and written
Construction Knitted in the round starting at upper arm; no sewing
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